
Cranbrook Town Council 
Amenities Committee - 30th March 2020 
Agenda Item:  

Crannaford Allotments 

BACKGROUND 

Crannaford allotments were delivered to the town council by the Consortium 
under a S106 obligation in February 2019.  The plots were handed over 
immediately to 28 residents as the town council had a long waiting list and 
there was a demand by stakeholders to commence plot preparation ahead 
of the planting season.


The area bordering the plots which includes paths around the site and 
through the central east / west orientation, four water taps, hedgerows etc., 
remained under a 12 month maintenance contract with the Consortium.


Throughout that maintenance period a number of issues were raised by plot 
holders regarding the condition of the paths and the operation of the water 
taps.   Some plot holders added materials to the paths including cobble 
stones excavated from the site which prevented the paths establishing and 
regular maintenance - these have since been removed.


The Consortium have repaired the taps on a number of occasions, have 
provided extra hardstanding at the entrance and extra drainage works have 
taken place above what was in the original planning consent.


The Local Planning Authority have confirmed that the allotment paths have 
been delivered in accordance with the original planning application  
(17/2372RES) - namely an amenity grass access strip.  The paths were 
envisaged to be kept as mown grass paths.


In February 2020 the responsibility for maintenance of Crannaford Allotments 
passed to the Town Council and we now await the legal process of the land 
being transferred into the ownership of the Town Council


CURRENT SITUATION 
The taps are a push type tap to avoid the taps being turned on and left to 
run.  The design is such that it is intended to prevent wastage of water.  
These taps are expensive to install and replace.  The current plot holders are 
using homemade items to hold the taps in the “on” position so that they can 
easily draw water without having to hold the tap in the open position.  This 
action is the reason why the taps are failing and in need of constant 
maintenance.




The Town council and ward members continue to receive complaints about 
the condition of the paths.  Residents are indicating they are slipping on the 
very muddy paths and are asking for a more consolidated path - for example  
as in the country park.  Complaints include a reference to ‘health and safety’ 
to reinforce the points being made and include references to slipping over on 
the site.


The particularly wet weather has not helped and that coupled with the 
immediate footfall on the paths which did not allow the grass paths to 
mature.  Equally there has been no respite in use over the winter months as 
plot holders have continually accessed the site on a daily basis to tend to 
chickens etc.


The initial area of path inside the entrance has been treated with wood chip 
which has provided some improvement but this would be temporary as the 
wood chip will deteriorate and compost.  The Town Council worked with the 
Consortium Site Manager to offer additional wood chip but a number of plot 
holders vociferously objected to this and consequently the offer was 
withdrawn.


An allotment association has not yet been formed by the plot holders which 
could, if in place, apply for external funding to improve the facilities at the 
site.  An allotment association would have the ability to make decisions 
about the site to reflect what they wanted to achieve and they would qualify 
for funding opportunities to bring these changes about.  The Town Council 
does not have that ability, does not qualify for the same funding 
opportunities and can only use precept funds to make changes.  


Income from the site is £60 per plot per annum.  If all plots are let - a total 
income to the Town Council of £1680.  Out of this the Town Council needs to 
meet the costs of landscape maintenance and water.  (Although at the 
moment water costs are being picked up by a developer through a 
temporary arrangement allowing the developer to tap into the supply for an 
adjacent build site).


The proposal by plot holders that the paths be reconstructed with the same 
materials as in the country park phase 3 is potentially costly.  Current costs 
for construction are believed to be around £76 per linear metre and the paths 
on the site equate to around 400 linear metres in total.  Costs would 
therefore be in the region of £30,000.




RECOMMENDATION 

That the Town Council considers the following options and 
communicates the decision(s) to the allotment plot holders. 
1. Close the site temporarily on health and safety grounds and re-open 

the site once the ground has recovered from the wet conditions; 
2. Amending the Council’s risk register in light of the current concerns 

about the condition of the site; 
3. Take no action at this stage and allow the existing grass paths time 

to recover during the spring and summer months and review the 
situation in the autumn; 

4. Replace the existing paths with constructed paths in the same 
materials as country park phase 3; 

5. Leave the existing taps in situ and write to the plot holders to use 
the taps correctly; 

6. Replace the taps with traditional taps - bearing in mind this might 
risk vandalism from taps being turned on and left running; 

7. Encourage the plot holders to form an association as a matter of 
urgency and assist the association with fundraising opportunities; 

8. Write to the planning authority setting out the position with both 
paths and taps with regard to the future delivery of the Southbrook 
Allotment Site which has planning consent. 


